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 Beyond Unsung Heroism

 A different stood friend them, of concepts, mine of boasting once as and explained she false under- mod- the
 different concepts, as she under-
 stood them, of boasting and false mod-

 esty. Her teacher taught her by using this ex-

 ample: If someone asks you to please play the
 piano and you can play quite well, it would be

 false modesty to refuse by saying "Oh, no! I'm

 not that accomplished." This is in contrast to

 the less talented player who informs all within

 earshot that he can play beautifully and would

 be happy to do so. To enhance someone's well-

 being with your talent and skill is a gracious
 act, like playing the piano at a party.

 Similarly, to ensure the well-being and
 safety of the public is a duty, an imperative,

 and even a privilege. Such expertise must
 be not only utilized but also communicated.

 Environmental health professionals are too
 often the silent heroes in returning a devas-

 tated community to normal and ensuring the

 ongoing stability of the public's quality of life.

 I believe it is false modesty to remain silent.
 It's time for the public to know who we are,

 what we do, and how we play a role in the
 functioning of American life.

 Consider for example, that the acronym
 CDC (for the Centers for Disease Control and

 Prevention) was little known to the public a
 few decades ago - actually, six decades as of
 this year, to be exact. Today, Americans know

 and respect those three letters. We identified

 the presence of CDC at Ground Zero, tack-
 ling the suffocating dust that covered and
 permeated everything. Likewise, CDC's pres-
 ence during the anthrax crisis provided some

 assurance to the public that environmental
 experts were on the scene, applying special-
 ized skills and experience to protect us from
 further deadly contamination.

 If we refuse to
 make ourselves
 visible ... we let

 down the very
 public we seek

 to serve.

 Identifying colors, symbols, and acronyms
 is not boasting. Those of us who serve the
 public good often do our jobs with quiet
 heroism, and we may feel that we don't need

 to scream our identity with trappings that
 boast a sense of self-importance. This silence

 and this inconspicuous method of opera-
 tions, however, undermine our overall goals

 as professionals who have the knowledge of
 environmental science and the passionate
 commitment to preserve the quality of envi-

 ronmental life. We miss the opportunity to

 reassure the public at times when community
 anxiety is heightened.

 Everyone knows that police officers and
 firefighters come to our rescue. But these val-

 iant workers don't ensure the quality of air and

 water and the environmental stability of our

 communities. We owe the public an easily ac-
 cessible visual form of identification that pub-
 licizes when environmental health scientists

 are on the scene doing everything humanly
 possible to protect us from, for instance, dead-

 ly powder when we open our mail.
 Another benefit - both to us and to the

 public - of visually identifying ourselves

 is the influence of identifiable numbers for

 purposes of funding. Neither lawmakers nor

 the public can insist on supporting the criti-

 cal function we provide unless they know
 who we are. And they can't know who we
 are without numerical identification. Envi-

 sion the influence of a tripled membership to

 NEHA. I support and compliment our state
 affiliates for their success in this area. But an

 expansive national identity speaks loudly for
 each affiliate and increases each affiliate's in-

 fluence on local funding sources. The power

 of tens of thousands of scientists advocating
 a unified position cannot be overlooked. In
 Britain, membership in the national organi-
 zation, the Chartered Institute of Environ-

 mental Health (CIEH), is mandatory. CIEH
 both reassures the public and wields power-
 ful influence. By contrast, our membership
 is voluntary. State affiliates more often than

 not have less than 10 percent membership in
 NEHA. Only the affiliate president is man-
 dated to belong to NEHA.

 Our national organization is far more than

 just another professional expense and glossy
 publication. NEHA membership improves
 our health while we labor to ensure the pub-
 lic health.

 You may not agree with me. You may be-

 lieve that colored polo shirts with acronyms
 are nothing more than showy nonsense. All
 you need, to do your job well, is your edu-
 cation, your skill, your identification. This
 point of view is now dangerous. If we refuse

 to make ourselves visible, readily identifiable,

 and numerically influential, we let down the
 very public we seek to serve. We fail to stem

 slashed budgets and stagnant growth.

 continued on page 29
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 There is no question that a uniform, wheth-
 er it be the formal uniform of a commissioned

 corps or a blue t-shirt with gold letters, draws

 attention and can make us self-aware players.
 I confess that I have been mistaken for a waiter

 when wearing summer whites and for a hotel

 valet when wearing a formal short jacket in a

 lobby. These incidents are great antidotes to

 the danger of taking myself too seriously. But

 I know the power of the uniform I wear as a
 Public Health Service officer, the confidence

 the uniform inspires, and the more-than-ad-

 equate funding we receive each year.

 Don't be falsely modest. You are the ones
 with the unique knowledge, skill, and force
 to improve our service to the public. If you're

 not a member, join NEHA today. If you are a
 member but have no accessible identity for
 the public, order those shirts, caps, or what-

 ever your group may choose in order to stand

 out in the crowd. If you are a NEHA member

 in uniform, enjoy the knowledge that you're

 doing all you can for the public good and the

 professional good in serving citizens.

 I challenge each and every member of
 NEHA to form response partnerships with
 other entities in local government and private

 business. Create an atmosphere in which en-
 vironmental health is fostered and nurtured

 as an essential response partner. Creating
 these partnerships enhances the protection of

 water, food, and air quality that affects public

 health not only during emergencies, but also

 every time we step into action to protect pub-

 lic health. Build capacity where there is none

 by creating a prepared environmental public
 health workforce with field-ready respond-
 ed. Each of us must realize that the response

 table is set, and as essential responders in the

 post-Katrina era, we must take a seat along
 with other emergency responders.

 Corresponding Author : Cory Frank, Environ-

 mental Health Response Team Coordinator,
 Community Health Consultant, Iowa Depart-
 ment of Public Health, Division of Environ-

 mental Health, Lucas State Office Building,
 321 E. 12th Street, Des Moines, IA 50319-
 0075. E-mail: cfrank@idph.state.ia.us.
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